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Executive Summary
Financial institutions around the world are facing two closely related challenges: 

These two challenges are deeply intertwined, because many legal requirements are specifically designed, at 
least in part, to strengthen the security of the financial institutions they regulate. But the laws can be 
complex, and both implementing the proper controls and proving your compliance during audits can feel 
overwhelming. 

But it doesn’t have to be that way. Netwrix Auditor is a visibility and governance platform for hybrid cloud 
security that over 600 businesses in the finance sector worldwide already use to secure their ultra-sensitive 
information from internal and external threats, successfully pass regulatory audits, and make their IT 
operations more efficient and less costly. You can, too.

This eBook details how Netwrix Auditor can help your financial institution become more resilient to the cyber 
threats that endanger your highly sensitive financial data, such as cardholder data, payment card 
numbers, income statements and Social Security numbers — and also help you prepare for and successfully 
pass regulatory compliance audits. 

You’ll find answers to the following important questions: 

How can you reduce the risk of account misuse, identity theft and privilege escalation? 

How can you quickly detect automated attacks and fraudulent activity by insiders or external agents? 

How can you cut the time and effort required to prepare for regulatory audits, while also achieving 
exceptionally good results and improving your institution’s grade? 

How can you establish user accountability, avoid business disruptions and troubleshoot issues faster?

Security — You must keep all your customers’ financial records and personally identifiable 
information safe from a growing variety of information security threats. The magnitude of your risk 
from those threats is directly correlated to the strength of the security measures you put in place.

Compliance — You must also regularly demonstrate compliance with the multitude of regulations you 
are subject to. For instance, financial institutions in the United States are supervised and audited by 
many agencies, including the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, the Federal Reserve and the National Credit Union Administration, and financial 
institutions in other countries must answer to similarly rigorous regulatory authorities. 
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1. Eliminate security holes by improving 
control over accounts 
Strict control over user and computer accounts is a pillar of security for financial institutions. Threats to your 
sensitive data can hide behind any account, whether enabled or disabled, active or expired, locked or 
unlocked. For example, a user account that is left enabled after an employee leaves the company could be 
used maliciously, either by that person or by someone else, so you need to be able to identify and manage 
all such accounts. If a user account was created and then deleted shortly after, you need to know the reason 
why. And you need to know about all disabled or inactive computer accounts because those devices might 
not get regular security updates and patches, increasing your security risks. 

Netwrix Auditor can help your financial organization establish strict control over all aspects of your user and 
computer accounts. Your IT staff can easily inventory your existing user and computer accounts, and identify 
temporary, recently enabled, inactive, expired and locked accounts. With such diligent control your IT 
environment will become more secure, reducing the risks to bank card data, income statements, personally 
identifiable information and other critical assets. 

Controlling access to sensitive data is one of our priorities set by numerous industry 
standards, for which we must comply. Netwrix Auditor helps us to ensure that there 

is no room for unauthorized actions that could potentially compromise sensitive 
data and damage our customers.
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1.1 Reduce your attack surface by tracking down
inactive accounts 

Receive alerts whenever an account becomes inactive (as defined by the criteria you configure), and get 
detailed reports on all inactive users and computers. Then forget about the tedious work of manually 
handling those accounts. Netwrix Auditor automates the processes you need:  It can automatically disable 
inactive accounts, assign them random passwords, move them to a designated OU or delete them. 

1.2 Spot malware early by monitoring user account lockouts 

An unusually large number of user account lockouts can be a sign that a computer worm or other malware 
program is infecting your network computers. By regularly checking the total count of locked user accounts, 
you can catch potential threats early. The Netwrix Auditor report provides all the critical details, including the 
path and logon name for each account.
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Inactive Users in Active Directory Report

Account Name Account Type E-Mail Inactivity Time

The following accounts are no longer active:

307 day(s)

311 day(s)

77 day(s)

400 day(s)

255 day(s)

Account Age

A.Kowalski

S.Parker

D.Lopez

R002312

T.Simpson

User

User

User

User

User

33 day(s)

37 day(s)

40 day(s)

21 day(s)

10 day(s)

A.Kowalski@enterprise.com

S.Parker@enterprise.com

D.Lopez@enterprise.com

None

T.Simpson@enterprise.com

User Accounts - Locked

Object Path     Name

Total Count: 3

Shows locked user accounts, their paths and logon names.

Alex Terry A.Terry

A.Wiggin

M.Harris

Logon Name

\com\enterprise\Inactive Users\Alex Terry

\com\enterprise\Inactive Users\Andrew Wiggin

\com\enterprise\Inactive Users\Mike Harris

Andrew Wiggin

Mike Harris



1.3 Review user accounts to verify their purpose, relevance 
and statusand status

Easily see the total number of enabled and disabled accounts, along with important details for each, such as 
the path, logon name, status and last logon time. 

Stay aware of all changes to the status (locked, unlocked, disabled or enabled) of your user accounts. 
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Shows changes to user accounts status (enabled, disabled, locked, unlocked). 

Total Count: 32

Who: ENTERPRISE\DC1$

User Account Status Changes

8/22/2016
1:13:26 PM 

\Enterprise\Users\Domain Admins

Domain Controller:         dc1.enterprise.com
Workstation:                    WIN-46OJH7MQNFT 

Locked

Action What When

10/14/2016
3:36:00 PM

\com\enterprise\Users\Guest

Domain Controller:         dc1.enterprise.com
Workstation:                    WIN-74HTEGDHOYE

Locked

8/29/2016
5:47:26 PM

\com\enterprise\Users\Gabriel Molls

Domain Controller:         dc1.enterprise.com

Enabled 

Shows user accounts, their paths, logon names, statuses (enabled or disabled), and last
logon time. 

Total Enabled: 9
Total Disabled: 23
Total Count: 32

User Accounts

23/10/2016
7:56:44 AM

\com\enterprise
\Inactive Users\Alex Terry

A.TerryAlex Terry Disabled

Logon Name StatusPath Name When

28/11/2016
10:12:32 AM

\com\enterprise
\Users\Anna Watson

A.WatsonAnna Watson

Administrator

Bill Atkins

Enabled

30/09/2016
11:05:17 AM

\com\enterprise
\Users\Administrator

Administrator Disabled

<Never>\com\enterprise
\Inactive Users\Bill Atkins

B.Atkins Disabled



1.4 Defend against identity theft  

Promptly identify potentially compromised or malicious accounts that might be used for fraud or data 
corruption by reviewing recently enabled and temporary accounts. 
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Shows user accounts that were deleted soon after they were created in on-premises Active Directory or Azure AD.
Use this report to detect intruders attempting to hide malicious activity.

Temporary User Accounts

4\com\enterprise
\Users\William Lewis

User Name: W.Lewis

ENTERPRISE
\T.Simpson

ENTERPRISE
\T.Simpson

9/28/2016
1:00:16 PM

9/28/2016
4:30:12 PM

Who Created When Removed When RemovedObject Path When Created Actions on User

7\com\enterprise
\Users\Adam Jets

User Name: A.Jets

ENTERPRISE
\T.Simpson

ENTERPRISE
\T.Simpson

9/28/2016
1:01:38 PM

9/28/2016
4:30:05 PM

5\com\enterprise
\Users\Alan Tompson

User Name: A.Tompson

ENTERPRISE
\T.Simpson

ENTERPRISE
\T.Simpson

9/28/2016
1:00:55 PM

9/28/2016
4:30:21 PM



Visibility into what has happened or is likely to happen in the IT environment is a core component of a solid 
security strategy for any financial services organization. You need to be able to identify and measure risks to 
your highly sensitive data, breaches in progress, potential system flaws, malicious activity by employees or 
outsiders, and malevolent robotic activity. To do this, you need enterprise-wide visibility and an audit trail 
with granular details.  

Netwrix Auditor delivers complete visibility into everything happening across the core systems in your 
financial institution’s IT environment. It facilitates the timely detection of weaknesses in your data 
protection, as well as potential attacks in progress, insider threats and policy violations. 
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2. Protect your sensitive data with 
enterprise-wide visibility

The biggest value of Netwrix Auditor for us is in the area of forensics. It is designed 
to tell you what happened, and the valuable insights it provides are often the key 

to solving a mystery further down the road. Without Netwrix Auditor, we would just 
be guessing and hoping that everything is right. Without it, we would be going

back to the old way of running blind.



2.1 Enable visibility across multiple critical IT systems

Get a high-level understanding of what’s changing in your IT environment and easily drill down for a more 
granular level of details. 
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Review reports with consolidated statistics on abnormal activity, such as failed activity, across critical IT 
systems.  

Enterprise Overview

500

400

300

200

100

0

3/3
/2

016  

3/5
/2

016  

3/7
/2

016  

3/9
/2

016  

3/1
1/2

016  

CHANGES BY DATE

USERS WHO MADE MOST CHANGES CHANGES BY AUDITED SYSTEM

SERVERS MOST CHANGES

3/1
3/2

016  

3/1
5/2

016  

0           25            50           75         100 

ENTERPRISE\J.Carter 

ENTERPRISE\T.Simpson

ENTERPRISE\C.Brown

200 300 400 5001000

orcl1

dc1

enterprise.
onmicrosoft.com

fs1

75

50

40

25

70

File Servers 
Oracle Database 
Active Directory
Azure AD
Windows Server 
Exchange Server
Exchange Online  
SharePoint Online  
 

230

110

75

400

70

50

40 25

7/27/2016

Shows consolidated statistics on failed actions, including failed read attempts, failed modification 
attempts, failed logons, etc. The report also lists the users with most failed attempts. 

Failed Activity Trend

Date:

ENTERPRISE\D.Harris

ENTERPRISE\G.Brown

ENTERPRISE\T.Simpson

78

7

5

Who Attempts

8/2/2016 (Attempts: 90) 

160
140
120
100

80
60
40
20

0
7/28/2016 7/29/2016 7/30/2016 7/31/2016 8/1/2016 8/2/2016

Oracle              Logon Activity              SQL Servers              File Servers                    
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2.2 Proactively see red flags for security incidents

Be notified about warning signs of potentially abusive behavior, such as a new member being added to the 
Domain Admins group.

Severity

Domain

Change Type

Object Type

When Changed

Who Changed

Where Changed

Object Name

Details

Changes to Admin Group Membership

  Critical  

ENTERPRISE.COM

Modified

Group

7/6/2015 4:58:53 AM

ENTERPRISE\Administrator

dc1.enterprise.com

\enterprise\Users\Domain Admins

Security Global Group Member:    
    • Added:  “Enterprise\Users\Nick Key”

2.3 Protect your critical databases from data loss and ensure 
their correct functioning

Use Interactive Search to quickly detect unwarranted role assignments and modifications in databases 
containing sensitive financial records.

Search

SEARCH

“Oracle Database” Audited system

WHO ACTION WHAT WHEREWHEN

“SQL Server” Admin

ENTERPRISE\
J.Carter

Login Security\Logins\
[Enterprise\J.Carter]

sql1.
enterprise.com

11/7/2016 
03:50:04 AM

Modified

Who Object type Action What Where When

Server Roles:
- Added: “securityadmin;serveradmin;setupadmin;processadmin”

ENTERPRISE\
J.Carter

Server Role Security\Server Roles\
serveradmin

sql1.
enterprise.com

11/7/2016 
03:50:04 AM

Modified

Role Members:
- Removed: “ENTERPRISE\T.Simpson”

ENTERPRISE\
J.Carter

Database ORCL orcl/orcl.
enterprise.com

11/3/2016 
11:30:03 AM

Modified

Privilege type: ALTER USER
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Configure video recording for specific financial applications and production databases to deter abusive 
insider activity and detect unauthorized actions. 

Stay informed about group membership changes to detect privilege escalation and improper access to 
financial applications. 

Shows changes to security groups (permissions, membership, descriptions, etc.),
and affected parent groups.

Who: ENTERPRISE\I.Baldwyn

Security Group Changes

8/22/2016
1:13:26 PM 

\Enterprise\Users\Domain Admins Security Global Group

Where:             dc1.enterprise.com

Modified

ScopeAction What When

Security Global Group Member:

Added: "\Enterprise\Users\Ricardo Olvarez"

8/20/2016
4:15:41 PM

\Enterprise\Users\Domain Admins Security Domain Local 
Group

Where:             dc1.enterprise.com

Modified

Security Local Group Member:

Removed: "\Enterprise\Users\Jessie Rico"

dc1.enterprise.com   ENTERPRISE\J.Smith       9/25/2016 4:12 PM     9/25/2016 4:17 PM      00:05:15
dc1.enterprise.com   ENTERPRISE\J.Smith       9/25/2016 5:12 PM     9/25/2016 5:13 PM      00:01:15

Generate a summary of video records
Activity Records

Date 9/25/2016 

Computer                    User                                    Start Time                      End Time                        Duration 
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2.4 Identify potentially fraudulent intentions by reviewing 
logon activity

Review reports that provide insights on all logon activity in your most sensitive databases, on-premises and 
cloud-based Active Directory, and Windows operating systems. 

Shows successful and failed attempts to connect to a SQL Server instance through Windows or 
SQL Server authentication. Use this report to analyze user activity on production databases and 
validate compliance. 

All SQL Server Logons

9/10/2016
3:43:54 PM

Windows logon

Windows logon

ENTERPRISE\T.SimpsonSuccessful Logon 

Successful Logon 

Where:                                  sql1\sqldb1
Workstation:                       172.17.34.21

9/10/2016
5:32:15 PMWhere:                                  sql1\sqldb1

Workstation:                       172.17.44.31

WhoAction Logon Type When

ENTERPRISE\J.Carter

ENTERPRISE\A.Watson 9/10/2016
5:56:12 PM

SQL logonFailed Logon  

Where:                                  sql1\sqldb1
Workstation:                       172.17.34.25
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Financial institutions are audited and ranked by regulatory authorities on a regular basis, and your ability to 
effectively respond to auditors’ requests affects your assessment significantly. Auditors are seldom satisfied 
to simply see what your policies state; they usually have established specific expectations and baselines that 
require response in action. In other words, to pass audits, you need to be able to demonstrate your 
compliance in operation. 

Netwrix Auditor helps a wide range of financial institutions prepare for audits and raise their grades with the 
regulators. With the solution in place, your IT staff will work more efficiently both before and during 
assessments, and will be able to provide the information that auditors request much faster and with far less 
effort. 

3. Excel at demonstrating regulatory 
compliance and improve your company’s 
grade

We used to spend a minimum of two weeks trying to get all of the information that 
auditors would require from us. And even then we only maintained our grade. After 
we implemented Netwrix Auditor, we could spend only half of the week getting all

of that data. And what is more important, we could also improve our grade.



3.1 Slash the time required to prepare for regulatory audits

Use Interactive Search to quickly address potential issues in your auditors’ checklists, reducing your overall 
preparation time for approaching audits. The feature helps you quickly find and deliver any security-related 
information auditors might request in addition to the solution’s predefined reports. You can easily save your 
custom searches for later use, and you can export the results into PDF or CSV files with easy-to-read layouts. 
What used to take weeks or days of preparation time will require just hours or minutes.    
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SEARCH

“Group”     “Last 30 days”

Search

Object type When

T.Simpson@
enterprise.
onmicrosoft.com

Group HR https://enterprise.
sharepoint.com/
sites/PRportal

9/22/2016 
4:55:47 PM

Added

J.Carter@
enterprise.
onmicrosoft.com

Role Group Organization
Management

BL2PR19MB0835 9/21/2016 
3:15:51 PM

Modified

A.Anderson@
enterprise.
onmicrosoft.com

Group Guests https://enterprise.
sharepoint.com/
sites/PRportal

9/21/2016 
1:51:42 PM

Removed

Who Object type Action What Where When

Members: - Added: “T.Simpson@enterprise.onmicrosoft.com”

WHO ACTION WHAT WHERE WHEN



Subscriptions

John Morgan’s
security report

<Enter your search>

J.Morgan@enterprise.com Security Group
Membership
Changes

Enabled 

Name Status Recipients Report Name

Deliver every day

Subscription to the
‘All Account Changes’
report

D.Harris@enterprise.com User Account
Changes

Deliver every day

Subscription to ‘All
Active Directory
Changes by User’ report

K.Cooper@enterprise.com All Active Directory
Changes by User

Deliver every 1 day of Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, 
May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec

3.2 Meet auditors’ expectations 

Netwrix Auditor includes out-of-the-box compliance reports designed to address the specific compliance 
requirements that financial institutions are subject to. Use the detailed information in the reports to 
demonstrate the maturity of your cybersecurity program and to prove that your security policies and 
controls are and have always been in place and that they are sufficient to protect customers’ personally 
identifiable information, financial records and bank card information. Netwrix Auditor ensures easy access 
to your archived audit trail for more than 10 years. 
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Demonstrate to auditors that your security staff and other relevant employees are updated with critical 
audit information according to the schedule set forth in your security policy. Report subscriptions are easy 
to manage and automate the delivery of critical information. 

Reports ALL REPORTS COMPLIANCE

ISO/IEC 27001 Compliance 

NERC CIP Compliance

PCI DSS Compliance

SOX Compliance

FERPA Compliance

FISMA/NIST Compliance

GLBA Compliance

Privilege Management

All Oracle Database Administrative Activity

HIPAA Compliance

Enabled 

Enabled 



Mapping of Processes and Report Categories to
the FFIEC Objectives and Procedures

How to Achieve? Processes and Report CategoriesObjective

Objective 2 (4) Review dashboards with change and access
statistics and reports that deliver meaningful
details about changes to and access in each
particular IT system; analyze “Add and
Remove Programs” report. 
 

AUDIT TRAIL
All Changes
Configuration Changes
INTEGRITY MONITORING
All Changes 
Configuration Changes 

Objective 2 (6) Review the frequency of occurring IT changes
in each particular audited IT system within a
certain period of time using the “Enterprise
Overview” dashboard. 

AUDIT TRAIL
All Changes

Tier I Objectives

How to Comply? Processes and Report CategoriesProcedure

Access Rights
Administration
(1)

Review dashboards with change and access
statistics and reports that deliver meaningful
details about changes to and access in each
particular IT system; analyze “Add and
Remove Programs” report. 
 

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Account States
Group Membership States
PRIVILEGED USERS MANAGEMENT
Group Membership Changes

Access Rights
Administration
(2)

Audit all logon activities for traces of
inappropriate access.

ACCESS CONTROL
Systems Access
User Activity
All Changes

Tier II Procedures: A. Authentication and Access Controls

3.3 Minimize the complexity and stress of getting started
with compliance  

If your financial institution is just starting to build a compliance program to deal with the complex 
regulations you face, Netwrix Auditor can make your life much easier. The product includes out-of-the-box 
reports mapped to specific compliance controls and Netwrix provides best practices information for 
meeting specific requirements.
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Anything that hinders your business staff from doing their jobs can mean losses for your financial institution. 
Therefore, your IT teams need to ensure that everyone can access the resources they need and that any 
issues are resolved quickly. You also need to be able to keep everyone — business users and IT staff alike — 
accountable for everything they do across your IT environment.

Netwrix Auditor makes it easy for IT staff to stay ahead of problems by enabling them to proactively detect 
critical system configuration changes, user password changes, account lockouts, account expirations and 
other issues that could interfere with business operations. It then helps them quickly troubleshoot and 
resolve the problem, often before users even have a reason to submit a support ticket. And it enables you 
to know who did what in any of your monitored systems, ensuring accountability.

4. Meet internal service level agreements 
and ensure accountability  

Now that we have Netwrix Auditor, we can easily say what was done, when it was 
done, and who did it. And in the event that something that we detected correlates

to a request or a project or a ticket, we can also determine why it was done.
It definitely allows us to be more efficient.
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4.1 Stay aware of critical configuration changes to prevent 
service disruption or downtime

Receive reports that list changes across your entire IT infrastructure, grouped either by the audited system 
or server where the changes were made or by user who made changes. Or review reports that list specific 
changes in any of your audited systems. 

4.2 Proactively troubleshoot issues to maximize productivity 
and minimize helpdesk costs

Regularly review all expired accounts so you can address any problems before a user has to submit a ticket 
or call for help. 

Shows all changes made to SQL Server objects and permissions, including created, modified, and
deleted server instances, roles, tables, columns, stored procedures, etc., as well as successful and
failed logon attempts. 

All SQL Server Activity

9/10/2016
3:43:54 PM

Triggers ENTERPRISE
\J.Smith

Databases\Sales\Tables
\dbo.Product\Triggers
\Report_trg_Product

Added

Where:                     SQL1\SQLDB1
Workstation:          SQL1

WhoWhatAction Object Type When

7/12/2016
1:37:12 AM

Database ENTERPRISE
\J.Smith

Databases\ProductionRemoved

Where:                     SQL1\SQLDB1
Workstation:          SQL1

Shows expired user accounts, their paths, logon names and expiration dates.

Total Count: 5

User Accounts - Expired

11/3/2016L.EvansLisa Evanscom\enterprise\Inactive Users\Lisa Evans

Expiration DateName Logon NamePath

10/15/2016T.AllenTom Allen\com\enterprise\Inactive Users\Tom Allen

8/22/2016C.HallCaron Hall\com\enterprise\Inactive Users\Caron Hall

7/12/2016D.KingDonald King\com\enterprise\Inactive Users\Donald King

6/18/2016M.PerezMark Perez\com\enterprise\Inactive Users\Mark Perez
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Keep up with user accounts whose passwords are about to expire so you can prevent business disruptions.

4.3 Better enforce your security policies by improving 
accountability

Users who know they are accountable for their actions are far more likely to follow security policies. With 
Netwrix Auditor, you can easily see who performed which actions and where and when each one took place 
— either across your entire IT infrastructure, within a particular IT system or even within a specific part of 
one system. 

Passwords and accounts of the following users are about to expire: 

Password Expiration Report 

A.Wiggin@enterprise.com; 4 day(s): passwordA.Wiggin

Expires inUser name Email

D.Galaher@enterprise.com; 4 day(s): passwordD.Galaher

K.Miller@enterprise.com; 4 day(s): passwordK.Miller

N.Key@enterprise.com; 4 day(s): passwordN.Key

T.Allen@enterprise.com; 4 day(s): passwordT.Allen

Shows all Active Directory changes grouped by the user who made the changes.

All Active Directory Changes by User

8/16/2015
12:40:54 PM

\Enterprise\Users\John Smith

Where:               dc1.enterprise.com

Workstation:    172.17.6.56

Removed User

8/16/2015
12:45:11 PM

\Enterprise\Users\Managers

Where:               dc1.enterprise.com

Workstation:    172.17.6.56

Added: "\Enterprise\Users\Harry Johnson"

Security Global Group Member:

Modified Group

Action What Object Type When

Who: ENTERPRISE\J.Carter



Netwrix Corporation was first to introduce visibility and governance platform for on-premises, hybrid and 
cloud IT environments. More than 160,000 IT departments worldwide rely on Netwrix to detect insider 
threats on premises and in the cloud, pass compliance audits with less expense and increase productivity 
of IT security and operations teams. Founded in 2006, Netwrix has earned more than 100 industry awards 
and been named to both the Inc. 5000 and Deloitte Technology Fast 500 lists of the fastest growing 
companies in the U.S.

Netwrix Auditor is a visibility and governance platform that enables control over changes, configurations 
and access in hybrid cloud IT environments to protect data regardless of its location. The platform 
provides security analytics to detect anomalies in user behavior and investigate threat patterns before a 
data breach occurs.

Netwrix Auditor includes applications for Active Directory, Azure AD, Exchange, Office 365, Windows file 
servers, EMC storage devices, NetApp filer appliances, SharePoint, Oracle Database, SQL Server, VMware 
and Windows Server. Empowered with a RESTful API and user activity video recording, the platform 
delivers visibility and control across all of your on-premises or cloud-based IT systems in a unified way.

For more information, visit www.netwrix.com 

About Netwrix

netwrix.com/social

Corporate Headquarters:
300 Spectrum Center Drive, Suite 1100, Irvine, CA 92618
Phone: 1-949-407-5125    Toll-free:  888-638-9749    EMEA: +44 (0) 203-588-3023

Cloud Deployment

Deploy Netwrix Auditor 
in the Cloud

netwrix.com/go/cloud

Virtual Appliance

Download 
our virtual machine image

netwrix.com/go/appliance

On-Premises Deployment 

Download a 
free 20-day trial

netwrix.com/go/freetrial
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